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Abstract 

Oil spills constitute one of the main risk factors for oceanic, maritime and coastal 
ecosystems. They cause a problem that can be catastrophic for local marine fauna and the 
growth of maritime commerce. Complementing the thesis of the students Ismael Vivó and 
Olga Ruiz, this project proposes an investigation based on oil spill detection problem in 
SAR images (Synthetic-Aperture Radar) by means of Image Processing Methods, together 
with Machine Learning classification techniques in the context of Semantic Segmentation 
applications. This work applies the learning algorithms SVMs (Support Vector Machines) 
and CNN (Convolutional Neural Network) on the min-tree representation of the images, or 
on the images directly. Finally, the results are evaluated through the metrics used in the 
context of detection such as Precision, Recall and F-Score, and compared with the 
obtained in the previous theses.  
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Resum 

Els vessaments de petroli constitueixen un dels principals factors de risc per als 
ecosistemes oceànics, marítims i costaners. Causen un problema que pot ser catastròfic 
per la fauna marina local i el creixement del comerç marítim. Complementant les tesis dels 
estudiants Ismael Vivó i Olga Ruiz, aquest projecte proposa una investigació basada en el 
problema de la detecció de vessaments de petroli en imatges SAR (Radar d’Obertura 
Sintètica) mitjançant mètodes de processament d’imatge, juntament amb tècniques de 
classificació de Machine Learning en marc de la Segmentació Semàntica. El treball aplica 
els algoritmes d’aprenentatge SVMs (Màquines de Suport de Vectors) i CNN (Xarxa 
Neuronal Convolucional) sobre la representació en arbre de mínims de les imatges, o 
sobre les imatges directament. Finalment, s’avaluen els resultats mitjançant les mètriques 
utilitzades en el context de la detecció com Precision, Recall i F-Score, i es compararen 
amb els obtinguts a les tesis anteriors.  
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Resumen 

Los derrames de petróleo constituyen uno de los principales factores de riesgo para los 
ecosistemas oceánicos, marítimos y costeros. Causan un problema que puede ser 
catastrófico para la fauna marina local y el crecimiento del comercio marítimo. 
Complementando las tesis de los estudiantes Ismael Vivó y Olga Ruiz, este proyecto 
propone una investigación basada en el problema de la detección de derrames de petróleo 
en imágenes SAR (Radar de Apertura Sintética) mediante métodos de procesamiento de 
imagen, junto con técnicas de clasificación de Machine Learning en marco de la 
Segmentación Semántica. El trabajo aplica los algoritmos de aprendizaje SVMs (Máquinas 
de Soporte de Vectores) y CNN (Red Neuronal Convolucional) sobre la representación en 
árbol de mínimos de las imágenes, o sobre las imágenes directamente. Finalmente, se 
evalúan los resultados mediante las métricas utilizadas en el contexto de la detección 
como Precision, Recall y F-Score, y se compararan con los obtenidos en las tesis 
anteriores. 
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1. Introduction 

This document exposes the final writing of the end-of-degree project of the Sciences and 

Technologies of Telecommunications Engineering degree.  

This thesis has been carried out at the Signal Theory and Communications Department 

(TSC), in the Escola Tècnica Superior d’Enginyeria de Telecomunicacions de Barcelona 

(ETSETB), faculty of the Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya (UPC). 

1.1. Statement of purpose 

This study complements the thesis of the students Ismael Vivó [1] [2] and Olga Ruiz [3], 

which consists in the detection of oil spills through the min-tree representation 

characterized by descriptors, and the subsequent classification using Machine Learning 

techniques.  

Specifically, this work focuses on two Convolutional Neural Network approaches to detect 

and classify oil spills. One using the min-tree representation obtained from the execution 

of the software provided by the previous theses; and other architecture applied directly to 

a dataset formed by SAR (Synthetic-Aperture Radar) images. This database has been 

provided by the Roborder Project [4] [5].  

As it is a different dataset from the one used in the previous projects, the software provided 

has been studied and modified in order to adapt its input and analyse its performance. This 

has meant a fundamental aspect of the project, since it was necessary to understand and 

obtain the min-tree representation of the SAR images. 

Furthermore, the database has allowed us to analyse the detection and classification of oil 

spills and lookalike oil spills due to the ground truth labelling of each image (Appendix B). 

So, it has been decided to generate two versions of each software for the resolution of 

these two problems: "Oil Spill Detection" and "Oil Spill and Lookalike Detection". 

The project main goals are: 

1. Learning about Neural Network based techniques and implementations in the context 

of Semantic Segmentation applications. 

2. The implementation and development of an integrated software based on Neural 

Network architectures applied in Synthetic-Aperture Radar (SAR) images including the 

training and classification process by a CNN (Convolutional Neural Network) approach. 

3. The implementation and development of an integrated software based on Neural 

Network architectures applied on the min-tree representation of SAR (Synthetic-

Aperture Radar) images including the training and classification process by a CNN 

(Convolutional Neural Network) approach. 

4. The adaptation and development of the software provided by the previous theses in 

order to obtain the min-tree representation of the SAR (Synthetic-Aperture Radar) 

images. The result obtained after this adaptation must be optimized including the 

training and classification process by an SVMs (Support Vector Machines) approach. 

5. The system performance evaluation and optimization, based on the Precision, Recall 

and F-Score metrics. 

6. The comparison with the state of the art. 
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1.2. Requirements and specifications 

1.2.1. Project Requirements 

This thesis focuses on the research and development of two systems based on Deep 

Learning techniques in the context of Semantic Segmentation applications, the 

development and adaptation of the existing software delivered by the previous theses in 

order to obtain the min-tree representation and perform its classification process. So, the 

established system requirements are:  

1. The software referred to the CNN (Convolutional Neural Network) approaches must be 

an integrated and compact Python code program, which includes the training and 

classification process. 

2. The previous software must be able to process and execute the images of the new 

dataset. In addition, the result obtained after this adaptation must be optimized. 

3. The previous software must be adapted to transfer information from and to the MATLAB 

environment and Google Collaboratory platform. This is due to the necessity of 

obtaining the min-tree representation in order to develop one of the architectures based 

on CNN (Convolutional Neural Network) approaches. 

4. The results will be objectively evaluated using the Precision, Recall and F-Score 

metrics.  

1.2.2. Project Specifications 

Regarding the specifications, there are two main points:  

1. The dataset formed by SAR (Synthetic-Aperture Radar) images. The images and labels 

provided by the Roborder Project [4] [5], consisting of 998 training images and 110 test 

images, allows the project to focus on the use of CNN (Convolutional Neural Network) 

techniques; and to assess the previous software performance  

2. The use of Semantic Segmentation approaches. This concept will grant the detection 

and classification of oil spills with object-oriented techniques. More specifically, it allows 

to predict and label each pixel with the class of its closest object region.  

In addition, the use of the Collaboratory platform should be mentioned. By having such a 

large database, the use of a tool that allows to write and execute resources with a high 

computational cost is required. Furthermore, cloud system’s memory is a limiting factor for 

the project execution. 

1.3. Methods and procedures 

This project follows the workflows developed in the thesis of the students Ismael Vivó and 

Olga Ruiz.  

In order to adapt the work done to the new dataset provided by the Roborder Project [4] 

[5], a critical review of the software delivered by the previous authors and project 

supervisors has been made. After review, study and analyse the software developed, a 

way to optimize the results obtained following the new classification strategies based on 

the definition of CNN (Convolutional Neural Network) architectures has been searched. In 

addition, an attempt to improve the previous software by analysing the performance of the 

descriptors already used in the previous theses has been made.  
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1.4. Work Plan 

The strategy followed during the thesis is defined by the next work package structure: 

 

Figure 1. Work Packages Organization 

 

Detailed information of each work package is attached in Appendix A. 

This work package structure has been designed to follow a linear workflow. So, the 

packages located in the final part of the project include deeper and more detailed concepts. 

In addition, the adaptation of the previous software has been carried out in parallel. 

The next Gantt diagram provides a graphical illustration of the schedule established by this 

work packages: 
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Figure 2. Gantt Diagram 

 

Finally, the milestones table agreed with the project supervisors is attached: 

Short title Milestone / deliverable Date (week) 

CNN Architecture 1  

(Image segmentation) 

CNN System 1  

Includes: 

• Oil Spill Detection 

• Oil Spill and Lookalike Detection 

18/12/2019 (14) 

CNN Architecture 2 

(Min-tree representation 

segmentation) 

CNN System 2  

Includes: 

• Oil Spill Detection 

• Oil Spill and Lookalike Detection 

18/12/2019 (14) 

Min-tree Software MATLAB Global System  

Includes: 

• Oil Spill Detection 

• Oil Spill and Lookalike Detection 

18/12/2019 (14) 

Documentation 1 Project proposal & workplan 
06/10/2019 (3) 

Documentation 2 Project Critical Review 
30/11/2019 (11) 

Documentation 3 Final Report 26/01/2020 (19) 

Table 1. Milestones 
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1.5. Deviations and incidents 

During the project, the following issues have been identified: 

1. Extensive database: Once the entire database provided for the study of the oil spill 

classification system has been analysed and studied, it has been found that, due to the 

large number of images, a large number of nodes that form all the min-tree 

representations is obtained. This means that, the classification of this quantity of nodes 

becomes an extremely slow process. Also, the use of descriptors and the modification 

of parameters such as the "purity threshold" or the "pruning" have been assessed. 

 

2. Processed original images: The database images provided to us by the Roborder 

Project [4] [5] have already been pre-processed. A speckle filtering process has been 

applied to mitigate the effects of the sensor noise, and a basic median filter of mask 

7x7 was applied to reduce speckle noise which is like the salt-n-pepper in image 

processing. Also, a linear transformation from decibels (dB) to actual luminosity values 

was finally applied to the images of the database. Furthermore, the images have been 

compressed in JPEG format. This implies that the branches that form the trees of the 

min-tree representations, at most have 255 nodes. 

 

3. Lookalike class: In addition to the labels provided in the database that indicates if a 

pixel is oil spill or not, a new class appears, the “Lookalike” class. The appearance of 

this class makes to ask whether it is necessary to make a classification system that 

considers the look alike class as oil, or not. For this reason, it has been decided to make 

two versions for each of the programs. One that oversees the detection and 

classification between oil spills and the rest of the image elements; and a second one 

that considers the detection of oil spills and lookalike oil spills against the rest of the 

elements. 

 

4. Very unbalanced database: Once the populate process of the min-tree representations 

with the class that is obtained from the labels provided in the dataset is done, it has 

been seen that the classes are very unbalanced. The class 1, defined as “Oil”; class 2 

defined as “No Oil”; and the class 3 defined as “Mixture” have been established. Many 

more nodes are defined with class 2, which in this case has been defined as "No Oil". 

This complicates the training and classification process. 

 

5. Definition of database labels: After studying some of the labels provided in the database, 

it has been observed that some labels are not very well defined (rough definition of 

contours or even displacement of the mask from the original image). This means that 

when calculating the F-Score at the pixel level, that is, comparing the mask generated 

by our program with the ground truth mask, the final F-Score value will be affected. 
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2. State of the art of the technology applied in this thesis: 

2.1. Theoretical Background 

2.1.1. Min-tree Representation 

For the execution of this thesis, the min-tree representation of Synthetic-Aperture Radar 

(SAR) images has been used. The min-tree representation is a morphological data 

structure that belongs to a type of morphological operators called "Connected operators".  

More specifically, it is a hierarchical representation of the regions that structures the 

connected components of an image based on an inclusion relationship referred to the gray 

level of the pixels in the image [6]. Therefore, a tree formed by nodes representing this set 

of pixels is obtained.   

Each of these nodes describes each connected component formed by the binarization of 

the image for specific thresholds. In detail, a node represents the total number of pixels 

that have a lower gray level than the one set by the threshold. Accordingly, all the pixels 

that are in the same node have a mutual relationship of connectivity related with its gray 

level value. Since it is a representation with a tree-shaped structure, a parent-child node 

correspondence is presented where, being the min-tree representation, the nodes are 

sorted in descending order.  

Thereby, the root represents the entire image, and the leaves represent the minimum gray 

level of the images. This is due to the inclusion association presented by this type of 

representation. 

In order to understand this concept in detail, the following example is presented where the 

min-tree representation of a simple image is generated: 

 

Figure 3. Example of a min-tree construction of a simple image [1] 

 

Once the tree has been generated, a strategy to find the nodes that identify the regions of 

the image to be detected is proposed. 
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The strategy followed is to characterize each of the nodes that form the min-tree 

representation with a set of attributes or descriptors. These add more information and detail 

of the regions to be detected since they are regions that have very similar characteristics 

in the entire dataset. 

In order to facilitate the visualization, the use of branch representation of the previously 

generated min-trees is appropriate. This is due to the large number of nodes obtained from 

the min-tree construction of an image. This representation allows to organize the nodes so 

that the horizontal axis indicates the branch number in which the node is located, and the 

vertical axis provides information about the node descriptors or attributes assigned.  

Applying this representation to the previous example: 

 

Figure 4. Example of branch representation (right) of a min-tree construction (left) [1] 

 

As can be seen in the figure, duplicate information appears in the branch representation. 

This is the result that many nodes belong to many different branches. The clearest example 

is the root node, which is the shared node in all branches of the image. 

This has been a fundamental aspect in the execution and development of the previous 

theses. The set of descriptors capable of taking advantage of this information have been 

studied in order to detect the regions of interest, the oil spills. 

2.1.2. SAR technology 

The dataset used in the execution of this thesis, provided by the Roborder project, is 

composed of SAR (Synthetic-Aperture Radar) images. The name "Synthetic-Aperture" 

comes from the main feature that shows this type of radar. It can build wider virtual aperture 

images than the amplitude of the antenna.  

SAR images are predominantly used in the context of oil spill detection in maritime and 

coastal environments. This is because SAR images are invariant to changes in lighting 

circumstances and climatic conditions such as the appearance of clouds or fogs. In addition, 

they represent oil spills as dark regions or formations due to the electromagnetic waves 

generated by this type of satellite. Specifically, electromagnetic waves are transmitted 

sequentially, and the radar collects the echoes that come from the back part of the antenna. 

It works like a conventional radar.  

As shown in the following figure, all is related to a structure formed by a mobile platform 

that allows the radar to take advantage of the consecutive transmission and reception wave 

times: 
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Figure 5. Illustration of the SAR imaging geometry [7] 

 

2.1.3. Deep Learning and Semantic Segmentation 

Nowadays, the implementation of applications based on Semantic Segmentation 

approaches is one of the main focuses in the field of object detection and classification in 

order to fully understand the scenes that surround us.  

Every day, the number of computer vision applications based on this concept grows. That 

is why, together with the boom that is witnessing the use of deep learning techniques, it 

has been decided to design an architecture that uses one of the most used neural networks 

in the field of Semantic Segmentation, Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN). 

A Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) is a deep learning algorithm which introduces 

images as net’s input, assigns weights and biases that can be learned in each of the 

neurons that form the architecture, and obtain different classes to recognize objects at the 

output. The architecture of a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) is analogous to the 

pattern of connectivity followed by neurons in the human brain. That is why it is tried to 

relate the detection of objects based on response techniques to stimuli in restricted regions 

of the human visual field [15]. 

For the development of this thesis, it has been decided to use a net characterized by its 

fast and precise segmentation capacity, the U-Net. 

2.1.3.1. U-Net 

The U-Net is a type of Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) approach. It was initially 

proposed by Olaf Ronneberger, Philipp Fischer, and Thomas Brox in Germany, 2015. The 

initial objective was the segmentation of biomedical images [8]. 

Most Neural Network (NN) architectures and training models need very large training 

datasets in order to get positive results. But many times, it is not possible to get enough 

data to be able to correctly train the model and correctly classify the desired objects. In 

addition, the problem of location and positioning the labels of the images to be classified is 

present. For many applications, such as the original detection in biomedical images, high 
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sensitivity is necessary to correctly define the pixel’s class that will be used to train the 

model. 

This is where the proposed model takes advantage. The U-Net allows to be efficient for 

limited image datasets and presents good performances against the problem of pixel-

based segmentation. 

The structure of the U-Net is defined as a model based on an encoder and decoder 

architecture:

 

Figure 6. U-Net Model [8] 

 

As shown in the figure above (Figure 6), the U-Net has its name due to the letter U 

architecture shape. As mentioned, this type of Net has two structures, the encoder and 

decoder. In this case, the left part consists on the encoder part, and therefore, the part that 

reduces the resolution of the original images. While the right part represents the decoder 

part where the resolution is increased and taken as an expansion. 

An important and fundamental aspect that differentiates the U-Net from the rest of 

architectures based on the encoder and decoder model, is that this net allows the size of 

the output images to be the same as the input image size. All without producing a linear 

compression in the decoding process that prevents all features from being transmitted over 

the net. This is because of the deconvolution process produced on the decoder side. 

This type of architecture uses a set of layers. For the implementation of the software 

developed in this project, a network based on this model has been created. But using 

another combination of layers and resolutions of input images. To get more detail, see to 

section 3.1. 
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2.2. Recent Studies:  

2.2.1. Previous theses 

This project continues the thesis of the students Ismael Vivó Martin [1] [2] and Olga Ruiz 

Garcia [3]. Previous work consists in the detection and classification of oil spills in the 

maritime context. To do this, the previous authors use the min-tree representation of 

Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) images characterized by attributes or descriptors. 

The research of Ismael Vivó [1] [2] focuses on developing the first version of the software 

capable of populating the min-tree representation with the implementation of four 

descriptors called “Number of Children”, “Normalized Mean Gray Level”, “Skewness” and 

“Area”.  In addition, a key point is the creation of a database that allows the classification 

process. 

Subsequently, the Olga Ruiz’s project [3] improves the detection of oil spills through the 

search for new descriptors that complements the previous ones. The descriptors used are 

“Normalized Mean Gray Level”, “Skewness”, “Difference with the Local Sea Gray Level”, 

“Distance to the Local Sea Level” and “Gradient of the Median Branch Length”. Besides, 

she also studied the development of classification algorithms, using different machine 

learning techniques. 

The software capable of performing the previous work, and proportioned by the project 

supervisors, is in an integrated Matlab program that includes a sequential main file, with 

the necessary toolboxes to be able to execute the different functionalities described. 

Furthermore, the previous work showed the limitation of having a reduced database, more 

specifically, the database consists of 31 images with their respective ground truth. 

Therefore, Machine Learning approaches like SVMs (Support Vector Machines) are used 

as they are suitable for this type of databases. 

Now, the identification of a much larger dataset [4] [5], its associated ground truth and the 

initial ideas provided by the project supervisors, Philippe Salembier Clairon and Carlos 

López-Martínez, motivate the development of techniques based on Deep Learning 

approaches and the adaptation the previous software to evaluate its performance. 

2.2.2. A Deep Neural Network for Oil Spill Semantic Segmentation in SAR Images 

This work will be developed thanks to obtaining a new dataset that allows to study the 

problem of the detection of oil spills in the maritime context. The Roborder Project provides 

the database formed by images extracted from satellite Synthetic-Aperture Radar (SAR) 

data collected from European Space Agency (ESA) databases, the Copernicus Open 

Access Hub. The database was made available during the summer of 2019, just before the 

beginning of this project.  

The work done by the Roborder project is described in the paper "A Deep Neural Network 

for Oil Spill Semantic Segmentation in SAR Images" [4]. This document includes the 

development of an application that combines the approaches merits of a deep 

Convolutional Neural Networks (DCNN) with SAR (Synthetic-Aperture Radar) imagery in 

order to provide a fully automated oil spill identification system. The model semantically 

segments the input SAR images into multiple areas of interest.   
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3. Project development:  

3.1. Designed Methodology 

This project aims to design, implement and execute three architectures that address the 

detection and classification of oil spills. For this, this section describes with detail and 

precision the designed methodology used to carry out the project. 

The different algorithms developed follow a very similar procedure based on these steps: 

1. Adaptation and characterization of the input data: By directly applying the SAR 

(Synthetic-Aperture radar) images or generating the min-tree representation of the 

images characterizing the different nodes. 

2. Classification of the input data: In this case, two different techniques are used according 

to the applied algorithm. The SVMs (Support Vector Machines) technique or the 

definition of a Neural Network based on Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) 

approaches. 

3. Prediction of the input data. From the data classified by the previous models, a mask 

is predicted that indicates where the nodes or pixels of oil spills are located. 

4. Evaluation of the results obtained through metrics such as F-Score, Precision and 

Recall. 

The objective is to maximize the detection and classification of oil spills at the pixel level. 
That is, maximize the F-Score of pixel classification calculated by the predicted masks. 
Since the min-tree representation is used in two of the three developed algorithms, we 
must differentiate between the classification at the node level, and the classification at the 
pixel level. So, depending on the output of the classifier, two classification problems are 
defined: 

1. Node classification: The described model classifies the nodes of the min-tree 
representation of the images. 

2. Pixel classification: The described model classifies the pixels of the images. 

Precisely, two algorithms involve the classification of nodes and pixels whereas the other 

involve only the pixel classification. 

In order to better understand the workflow that each of these three algorithms follow, the 

next block diagrams are described: 
 

 

Figure 7. Machine Learning: SVMs (Support Vector Machines) Algorithm Diagram 
 

The first algorithm is called “Machine Learning: SVMs (Support Vector Machines)”. This 

architecture aims to detect oil spills using the min-tree representation of SAR images 

(Synthetic-Aperture Radar). So, the first step is to obtain this representation. The, the 

model characterizes the different nodes with a set of descriptors and the ground truth class. 

Specifically, the descriptors of Area, Canopy Distance, Mean Gray Level and Skewness 

are used.  
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Once the nodes are characterized, they are classified using the SVMs (Support Vector 

Machines) learning algorithm. As soon as these nodes are classified, the binary mask will 

be generated to analyse the results at the pixel level. Therefore, this algorithm deals with 

the classification of nodes and pixels. 

 

 

Figure 8. Convolutional Neural Network: Raw Image Segmentation Algorithm Diagram 
 

The second developed algorithm is called “Convolutional Neural Network: Raw Image 

Segmentation”. Unlike the previous software, this model aims to detect oil spills by directly 

applying SAR (Synthetic-Aperture Radar) images on a Convolutional Neural Network 

based on the U-Net architecture [8].  

Explicitly, after loading the input data into the system and initializing the network 

architecture, the classification of the pixels of the input images is performed. Then, a binary 

predicted mask is generated. Therefore, this system only addresses the pixel classification 

problem. 

 

 

Figure 9. Convolutional Neural Network: Processing Min-tree Representation Algorithm Diagram 

Finally, the last algorithm called “Convolutional Neural Network: Processing Min-tree 

Representation” proposes the detection and classification oil spills by means of the min-

tree representation of SAR  (Synthetic-Aperture Radar) images and the definition of a 

Convolutional Neural Network based on the U-Net architecture [8]. That is, combining the 

previous models. 

Clearly, the software performs the min-tree representation and characterizes the nodes 

using the Area, Canopy Distance, Mean Gray Level and Skewness descriptors. Then, 

introduces this representation into the designed Convolutional Neural Network. Once the 

classification is performed, the min-tree representation with the predicted class is obtained, 

so the results at the node level are evaluated. 

Finally, this representation is used to generate the binary mask and analyse the results at 

the pixel level. Therefore, this system addresses the two classification problems, node and 

pixel. 
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3.2. Machine Learning: SVMs (Support Vector Machines) 

As previously mentioned in this document, one of the objectives of the project has been to 

adapt and assess the performance of the software provided by the preceding theses.  

This algorithm, therefore, addresses the detection of oil spills by the min-tree 

representation of SAR (Synthetic-Aperture Radar) images. Once this representation is 

made, nodes are characterized by a set of descriptors to facilitate the classification process. 

In this case, the classification is made using SVMs (Support Vector Machines). 

3.2.1. Min-tree generation 

This is the first step to be able to obtain the nodes that we want to classify to detect oil 

spills. 

In order to generate this representation, a MATLAB Toolbox provided by the project 

supervisors Philippe Salembier Clairon and Carlos López-Martínez, developed together 

with Sergi Liesegang, has been used. Its work is detailed and included in the article "Ship 

Detection in SAR Images Based on Max-tree Representation and Graph Signal 

Processing." [6]. The Toolbox allows to perform different operations like create the min-

tree data structure, prune the tree, obtain the branch representation and populate the 

nodes of the min-tree representation, among others. 

For the creation of the min-tree representation, the preparation of the input data is 

necessary. A set of parameters must be defined in order to establish requirements that 

allow to compare the results obtained by this algorithm and the others implemented in this 

project. In addition, the definition of these parameters affects the total number of nodes 

and, therefore, the total execution time. 

 

Figure 10. Example of input image (33_021,34_101_2) 

3.2.2. Nodes descriptors 

Once we have the min-tree representation, we must populate the nodes with a set of 

descriptors. 

As explained in section 2.2.1, the previous theses have studied the definition of different 

descriptors to characterize the nodes of the min-tree representation. Some of these 

descriptors are the “Number of Children”, “Normalized Mean Gray Level”, “Skewness”, 

“Distance to the Local Sea Level”, “Gradient of the Median Branch Length”, among others. 

For this project, we used the best currently known combination: Skewness, Canopy 

Distance, Mean Gray Level and Area. 
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Before defining each of the descriptors used in this project, some concepts should be 

clarified. 

The figures attached in the next sections represent the evolution of each attribute along 

the branches of the tree. The horizontal axis represents the min-tree branches, and the 

vertical axis corresponds to nodes along the branches. Note that the root is found at the 

top of the representation and the leaves are at the bottom. 

In addition, we must consider that there are two ground truth mask types according to the 

problem we are facing: "Oil Spill Detection" or "Oil Spill and Lookalike detection". As 

specified in section 1.1, an adaptation of the labels provided in the dataset has been 

necessary to be able to assign the ground truth classes.  

3.2.2.1. Area 

The Area describes the number of pixels that each node that forms the min-tree 

representation contains. This descriptor was introduced since the size of the oil spills was 

a characteristic that provides value and information to be able to differentiate it from the 

other elements of the dataset. As can be seen in the different examples attached in 

Appendix B, oil spills are described as dark homogeneous spots in a uniform windy area, 

or as linear dark areas, not extremely large, with abrupt turns.  

 

Figure 13. Area Descriptor (27_884,-17_39_2) 

Figure 12. Adapted Label Oil Spill and Lookalike 

Detection (41_306,10_372_6) 

Figure 11. Adapted Label Oil Spill Detection 

(41_306,10_372_6) 
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3.2.2.2. Canopy Distance 

The Canopy Distance can be defined as the distance, or the number of jumps, between 

the node to be populated and the node that represents the local sea level. Clearly, we have 

a positive value in case we are in a node that is below the local sea level or a negative 

distance value in case we are above the local sea node.  

Currently, since we only care about distances that are below sea level, due to oil spills are 

located at the nodes near the leaves of the trees, negative values will be ignored. So, sea 

level was defined as the node with the largest number of children. 

 

Figure 14. CanopyDist Descriptor (27_884,-17_39_2) 

3.2.2.3. Mean Gray Level 

One of the characteristics that allow to classify and detect oil spills is the difference between 

the gray level of the elements perceived in the dataset images. Specifically, oil spills are 

dark area surrounded by sea which is brighter. Therefore, it is necessary to use a descriptor 

that provides information of the gray level of the pixels in the image. In addition, this value 

will be normalized by means of the node that represents the sea. 

In summary, this project uses the Mean Gray Level descriptor, as the descriptor that 

populates each node with the gray level information of the related component that 

represents the node, normalized by the related component that represents the estimated 

node of the level from sea. 

 

Figure 15. MeanGrayLevel Descriptor (27_884,-17_39_2) 
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3.2.2.4. Skewness 

The last descriptor used for the development of this thesis is the Skewness. This attribute 

indicates the degree of symmetry or asymmetry of the probability distribution of a random 

variable. It can also be defined as the third order normalized moment of a random variable. 

 

Figure 16. Skewness Descriptor (27_884,-17_39_2) 

3.2.3. Training 

Once the min-tree representation has been generated and the nodes have been populated 

with the set of descriptors, the training process is carried out. But, before explaining the 

methodology followed, some factors must be considered.  

This algorithm deals with the classification of nodes and pixels. First, the system will classify 

the nodes. So, results will be obtained at node level. Subsequently, the classified nodes 

will be used to create the binary mask and the problem of pixel classification is faced.  

For this, the following classes have been established depending on the two problems 

explained: 

Oil Spill Detection Oil Spill and Lookalike Detection 

Class 1 Oil Spill Class 1 Oil Spill and Lookalike 

Class 2 No Oil Spill Class 2 No Oil Spill and Lookalike 

Class 3 Mixture Class 3 Mixture 

Table 2. Class definition in SVMs (Support Vector Machine) algorithm 

Before proceeding to classify the nodes, the ground truth class of each node must be 

assigned. To do this, a parameter called “Purity Threshold” (𝑃𝑇ℎ) is used. This threshold 

allows to assign the classes in relation to the percentage of occurrence in each node. 

Explicitly, the number of pixels of each class that belong to a node and all its parents is 

considered.  
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This threshold was set by Ismael [1] and, in this project, the performance of the purity value 

has been reassessed. 

The operation is as follows: Let us denote by 𝑁1 (𝑁2) the percentage of node pixels that 

correspond to the ground-truth class 1 (class 2). The ground-truth for the node class is 

assigned using the following rule: 

{

if 𝑁1 ≥ 𝑃𝑇ℎ assign 𝐶𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠 1 as ground-truth
if 𝑁2 ≥ 𝑃𝑇ℎ assign 𝐶𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠 2 as ground-truth

else  assign 𝐶𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠 3 as ground-truth
 

As previously mentioned, this parameter has been reassessed. An illustrative example can 

be found in the Appendix C. 

Another parameter that must be considered to train the system is the number of nodes 

used. As opposite to the previous theses, the number of nodes available is too high due to 

the number of images that form the dataset. This value is strictly related to the execution 

time of the algorithm. The more nodes used, the longer execution time. 

For this reason, it has been decided to restrict the number of nodes that are introduced into 

the system. We will introduce a reasonable number of nodes of class 1 (considering the 

execution time), the same number of nodes of class 2 to balance the class problem 

explained in section  1.5, and finally, we will add the total of nodes of class 3 because it is 

the class with fewer representatives. In this case, we have the following number of nodes: 

Oil Spill Detection Oil Spill and Lookalike Detection 

Class Total value Used to train Class Total value Used to train 

Class 1 326.503 326.503 Class 1 2.007.185 200.000 

Class 2 36.053.771 326.503 Class 2 34.259.803 200.000 

Class 3 61.291 61.291 Class 3 174.577 174.577 

Total sum 36.441.565 714.297 Total sum 36.441.565 574.577 

Table 3. Total number of nodes and nodes used to train 

Finally, an SVMs (Support Vector Machines) approach has been used to train the system. 

This supervised learning algorithm consists on the definition and training of a model that 

predicts the input data. To do this, the classifier makes a spatial representation of the 

sample points and tries to separate the different classes by means of a hyperplane defined 

by a vector called support vector [14]. 

Specifically, a parameter has been used to solve one of the main problems of this project, 

the classes are very unbalanced. As mentioned in section 1.5, class 1 has fewer 

representatives than class 2.   

That is why the cost matrix defined as follows has been used: 
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[
0 𝑀 𝑀
𝑁 0 1
𝑁 1 0

] 

This matrix is called "Misclassification matrix" and, as the name implies, defines the 

misclassification of each of the classes that we introduce into the system. The rows of this 

matrix correspond to the true class, that is, the ground truth class. Conversely, the columns 

represent the predicted class.  

Therefore, each position of the matrix represents the cost of misclassifying i into class j: 

𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 (𝑖, 𝑗) =  
|𝑗|

|𝑖|
 

3.2.4. Prediction 

Once the system is trained, we perform the classification of the nodes and the results at 

the node level are observed. Then, these nodes are used to generate the predicted binary 

mask, where the results at the pixel level are obtained. 

Appendixes D and E shows examples of good detections and bad detections using the 

classifier configured with the cost matrix values that maximize the F-Score. 

3.3. Convolutional Neural Network: Raw Image Segmentation 

Another objective of this thesis has been the implementation of an algorithm based on 

Neural Network architectures applied to SAR (Synthetic-Aperture Radar) images. 

Specifically, this software allows to detect oil spills, using Semantic Segmentation 

approaches. 

To do this, a neural network with a U-Net based structure is implemented [8]. A system 

capable of obtaining the segmentation of the original image into two different classes is 

built. This has been done by defining a model formed by layers, being able to be trained to 

maximize the result obtained by means of the F-Score metric. 

This software is developed in the Google Collaboratory programming environment that 

allows to execute code cells in the cloud. Each cell is implemented using the Python 

programming language. For the execution and definition of the neural network, the Pytorch 

[10] learning library has been used. Also, it provides a Python 3 programming environment, 

and a GPU type hardware accelerator. 

3.3.1. Input 

One of the most important factors when working with neural networks is the initial data load. 

For the problem posed by this algorithm, a direct reading of the dataset has been made. 

For this, it is necessary to upload the database to the Google Drive environment because 

Google Collaboratory platform will associate the input information with the main script 

where the developed methods will be executed. This means that this is a system fully 

implemented in the cloud. 

The preparation of this dataset is a fundamental aspect. It must contain the different images 

that want to be classified and its respective labels that identify the ground truth class for 

each pixel. As mentioned in section 4.1, the dataset provided by the Roborder project [4] 

[5] includes the labelling for each of the images.  
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But this labelling must be adapted according to the problem we are facing: "Oil Spill 

Detection" or "Oil Spill and Lookalike detection". This adaptation is made using a function 

developed in MATLAB. The following figures show an example of label adaptation for the 

two defined problems: 

 

3.3.2. Training 

As introduced in section 3.1, this algorithm deals with the detection and classification of 

image pixels. Therefore, in this case, only pixel-level results will be obtained. 

Since this algorithm does not make use of the min-tree representation and its nodes, it has 

not been necessary to use the purity threshold to define the ground truth class of each 

node. So, the following classes have been defined depending on the two problems faced: 

Oil Spill Detection Oil Spill and Lookalike Detection 

Class 1 Oil Spill Class 1 Oil Spill and Lookalike 

Class 2 No Oil Spill Class 2 No Oil Spill and Lookalike 

Table 4. Class definition in Convolutional Neural Network: Raw Image Segmentation algorithm 

In order to perform the training process, it is necessary to define and initialize the blocks 

that form the neural network used. As explained in section 2.1.3.1 where the U-Net 

architecture is explained, this network has an encoder and decoder structure. The encoder 

part is responsible for lowering the resolution of the input data, while the decoder part is 

responsible for increasing it. 

The encoder is constructed by blocks that involve two convolution layers with 3x3 filters 

and two ReLu layers. This last layer applies a mapping that introduces non-linearity (higher 

moments) and provides good properties for gradient optimization performance. 

For our model, we will also add two layers of batch normalization after each convolution. 

This layer normalizes each channel using the mean and variance of each input data pixel. 

This part of the model architecture is represented by the following class “conv_block”: 

Figure 17. Adapted Label Oil Spill and Lookalike 

Detection (27_884,-17_39_4) 

Figure 18. Adapted Label Oil Spill Detection 

(27_884,-17_39_4) 
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Figure 19. Convolution Block 

The next block used in the encoder is called "Maxpool". This is responsible to reduce the 

spatial resolution of the input data. Consists on a sample-based discretization process 

which, by using a max filter applied to the entire hidden-layer, acts on blocks to prevent the 

over-fitting and reduce the computational cost of the neural network by reducing the 

number of parameters. 
 

 

Figure 20. Max Pooling Block 
 

Finally, in the decoder part, we have the "up_Tr_conv" block. This block is responsible for 

increasing the resolution of the data that comes from the encoder. Specifically, is formed 

by one Transposed Convolution layer, followed by one batch normalization and a ReLu 

layers.  In the Transposed Convolution Block, the features values are used to scale the 

impulse response in order to perform a sum over the features of the input channels and 

obtain the input resolution of the images.  
  

 

 

Figure 21. Upsampling Transposed Convolution Block 
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In order to clarify the Transposed Convolution Block, the next figure is attached:

 

Figure 22. Transposed Convolution Block Explanation [9] 
  

Once all the blocks have been defined, they are used to create the complete neural network 

architecture. This is formed by 5 blocks "conv_block" and 4 blocks "Maxpool" in encoder 

part; and 4 blocks "up_Tr_conv", 4 blocks "conv_block" and blocks responsible for 

gathering the information of the layers of the encoder and decoder. Finally, a U-Net 

architecture, like the one explained in section 2.1.3.1 is achieved. Now, the system must 

be prepared for training. So, the model and the following parameters are initialized: 

• Loss function: Cross Entropy Loss 

• Optimizer: Adam model 

• Scheduler: Reduce learning rate on plateau 

• Batch size for validation (NI): 20 

The following parameters are also initialized, but it has been decided that they are 

hyperparameters to be optimized in order to search for the maximum value of F-Score. 

This optimization can be found in section 4.3.  

• Learning rate 

• Kernel Size and Padding 

• Mini Batch Size 

3.3.3. Prediction 

Once the system is trained, the pixels of all the images in the test dataset are classified. 

To do this, we observe the binarization of the output mask. With this predicted mask, we 

proceed to calculate the pixel-level metrics defined in this project. The F-Score, Precision 

and Recall. In addition, we include the Accuracy in order to compare the results with the 

state of the art. 
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As an output, we can also save the trained model to be able to use it in the future. Appendix 

D shows examples of good and bad detections using the network configured with the 

learning rate, mini batch size, kernel size and padding that maximize the F-Score. 

3.4. Convolutional Neural Network: Processing Min-tree Representation 

Finally, the third and last developed algorithm is defined. In order to fulfil the objective of 

implement and develop an integrated software based on Neural Network architectures 

applied on the min-tree representation of SAR (Synthetic-Aperture Radar) images, the two 

algorithms explained above are used. 

Therefore, this algorithm uses the MATLAB toolboxes that allow to obtain the min-tree 

representation and the branch representation of the images and introduces them into a 

model based on the U-Net architecture explained in section 2.1.3.1. This model has been 

implemented in the Google Collaboratory platform. So, it has been necessary to adapt the 

input data. As in the previous algorithm, each cell in the environment is implemented using 

the Python programming language through the Pytorch learning library. In addition, a GPU 

environment will be available to deal with the high computational cost of the system. 

As soon as the output of the model is obtained, that is, the min-tree representations with 

the predicted classes displayed in the branch’s representation, the evaluation metrics at 

the node level have been calculated. Then, the output is transferred to the MATLAB 

environment to create the binary masks and obtain the results at the pixel level. 

3.4.1. Input 

As in the previous systems, the preparation of the input data is a fundamental aspect to be 

able to execute the developed algorithm. 

The previous software developed in MATLAB environment is used to create the min-tree 

representation of the images. Specifically, this representation is populated with the Area, 

CanopyDist, MeanGrayLevel and Skewness descriptors, explained in section 3.2.2. 

Once the min-tree representation is populated, it has been necessary to implement a script 

that allows to save the branch representation of each tree characterized with the different 

descriptors in files. That is, the branch representation where the values of each descriptor 

are displayed. Therefore, four images have been originated for each of the images of the 

dataset. 

Once every descriptor representation has been saved, the dataset will be introduced into 

a model based on Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) approaches. Clearly, the same 

network defined in the Semantic Segmentation algorithm explained in section 3.3.2 is used. 

Although, this algorithm differs from the previous one in the system input. A 4-channel 

matrix will be introduced as input parameter, where each channel represents the values of 

the descriptors calculated for each node of the branch representation. In addition, we must 

include the branch representation of the images with the theoretical ground truth class of 

each node as ground truth input. 

Since we have developed a binary classification model, the class assignment script must 

be adapted in order to detect the desired class: "Oil spill" or "Oil spill and Lookalike". This 

script is used when we are populating the min-tree representation of the images.  
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Another factor to consider is the resolution of the images. As mentioned in the previous 

algorithms, the input resolution to the systems has been defined at 256x512. So, in cases 

where the length of the longest branch is less than 256, zero padding has been performed 

in the lower part of the representation. On the other hand, for the horizontal axis that 

represents the number of branches, we have that each branch representation will have a 

different length. 

This has been a limiting factor, since a resize cannot be applied to the branch 

representation because we would be modifying the values of the descriptors for each node, 

and we would have a different branch structure. That is why, realizing that we always had 

more branches than the desired horizontal resolution, we had to perform a pruning to 

reduce the number of nodes and branches. After studying the performance of the pruning 

parameter, the value is set to 19. This value means that the number of branches is always 

below 1024 (2x512), so, to reach 1024 resolution, zero padding has been done in the right 

part of the representations.  

 

Figure 23. Branch representation with ground truth class assigned (white) and padding (red) 

(35_320,29_685_4) 

For memory requirements, it has been decided that the extension of these files is .mat. 

This extension allows to save executable variables in the MATLAB environment and be 

able to run it in another programming environment like Google Collaboratory. 

Finally, to get the horizontal resolution of 512 in the input images to be able to compare the 

developed algorithms, a vertical crop is made that divides the image of dimension 

256x1024, into two images of dimension 256x512. Finally, we have input matrices with a 

resolution of 256x512 and 4 channels (one for each descriptor). As an example, the 4-

channel division of the following input image is shown: 

 

 
Figure 24. Area and CanopyDist Descriptors 

Input Crop 

Figure 25. MeanGrayLevel and Skewness 

Descriptors Input Crop 
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3.4.2. Training 

This algorithm addresses the problems of node and pixel classification. The node 

classification will be performed at the output of the designed neural network, so it must be 

necessary to establish the classes involved in each problem. Subsequently, once the 

nodes have been classified, they are used to generate the binary mask. Therefore, the 

results are obtained at the pixel level. 

Oil Spill Detection Oil Spill and Lookalike Detection 

Class 1 Oil Spill Class 1 Oil Spill and Lookalike 

Class 2 No Oil Spill Class 2 No Oil Spill and Lookalike 

Table 5. Class definition in Convolutional Neural Network: Processing Min-tree Representation 

algorithm 

Since the neural network classifier is binary, the "Mixture" class has not been used. 

Therefore, to assign each class, it has been decided to the purity threshold (𝑃𝑇ℎ). As 

explained in section 3.2.3, 𝑁1 denotes the percentage of node pixels that correspond to the 

ground-truth class 1. So, the ground-truth for the node class is assigned using the following 

rule: 

{
if 𝑁1 ≥ 𝑃𝑇ℎ assign 𝐶𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠 1 as ground-truth

else  assign 𝐶𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠 2 as ground-truth
 

Once the system input dataset is adapted, a neural network architecture must be 

implemented. For this, we use the “conv_block”, "Maxpool" and "up_Tr_conv" blocks 

defined in the previous algorithm detailed in section 3.3.2.  

Therefore, once the architecture consisting of 5 “con_block” and 4 “Maxpool” at the encoder 

part, and 4 "up_Tr_conv", 4 “conv_block” and 1x1 convolution block at the decoder part, 

as well as the concatenation layer blocks has been built, forming the model based on the 

definition of the U-Net, the training process can begin. This training process will provide the 

detection and classification of class 1 but, in this case, in the branch representation. This 

means that nodes that are representative of oil spills (or oil spills and lookalike) are being 

located. So, as system’s output, we have the detection and classification of nodes. In 

addition, the system is optimized by the learning rate, mini batch size, kernel size and 

padding parameters. 

Since we have the min-tree representation with the predicted class for each node, the 

binary mask from this representation can be built. To do this, the output of the neural 

network must be saved in a file in order to integrate it into the MATLAB programming 

environment and be able to use the toolboxes provided by the project supervisors. 

Specifically, every node of branch representation is read, and its assigned classes in the 

min-tree structure are used to create the predicted mask. 

3.4.3. Prediction 

In this system, the final predicted binary mask is constructed from the detection and 

classification of the nodes in the branch representation generated from the min-tree 

representation of the SAR (Synthetic-Aperture Radar) images. 
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Thanks to the fact that we have the classification of the nodes and the final binary mask, 

the results at the node and pixel level can be evaluated. Therefore, this system replaces 

the SVMs (Support Vector Machine) classification model seen in the first developed 

algorithm (Machine Learning: Support Vector Machine Algorithm), by the CNN 

(Convolutional Neural Network) designed in the second algorithm (Convolutional Neural 

Network: Raw Image Segmentation). The results will be optimized in order to obtain the 

maximum F-Score at the pixel level, that is, obtaining the best prediction of binary masks. 

Optimization parameters and results are presented in sections 4.3 and 4.4 respectively. 

As an output, the trained model can be saved in order to use it in the future and re-run it to 

classify the nodes in min-tree representations. Appendix D shows examples of good and 

bad detections using the network configured with the learning rate, mini batch size, kernel 

size and padding that maximize the F-Score. 

4. Optimization and Results 

4.1. Database 

The dataset used for the development of the thesis has been provided by the Roborder 

project [4] [5]. Initially, the original database included the data split in two sets, the training 

and the test set, formed by 1002 and 110 images respectively. Every set contains three 

folders, namely: 

• images: SAR images (.jpg) 

• labels: ground truth segmentation RGB masks (.png) 

• labels_1D: ground truth segmentation labels (.png) 

The .jpg images are extracted from SAR (Synthetic-Aperture Radar) satellite data collected 

from European Space Agency (ESA) databases, the Copernicus Open Access Hub. 

Specifically, the downloaded SAR images were acquired using the Sentinel-1 European 

Satellite. The required geographic coordinates and time of the confirmed oil spills were 

provided by the European Maritime Safety Agency (EMSA) based on the CleanSeaNet 

service and its records covering a period from 28/09/2015 up to 31/10/2017. 

In addition, these images have been pre-processed with pre-processing remote sensing 

algorithms: 

1. All resulted images were rescaled to have the same resolution of 650x1250 pixels.  

2. A radiometric calibration of the image was applied to project the images into the same 

plane. 

3. A speckle filtering process followed to mitigate the effects of the sensor noise. A basic 

median filter of mask 7x7 was applied since speckle noise in remote sensing is like the 

salt-n-pepper in image processing. 

4. A linear transformation from dB to actual luminosity values was finally applied. 

An important factor in this data includes different identifiable label classes. For the course 

of this project, the identification of oil spills and lookalike oil spills have been the main 

objective. Thanks to this dataset, which also includes other elements such as ships or land, 

the established objective has been achieved. In addition, in order to compare the different 

algorithms implemented in this tesis, the images are resized to the 256x512 pixel resolution. 

As the project advances, it has been necessary to adapt the information included in the 

dataset 
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4.2. Evaluation metrics 

This section includes the definition of the metrics used to evaluate the performance of this 

thesis. 

The F-Score, Precision and Recall are the most used metrics for measuring the 

performance of a classification and detection system. As this project exposes the detection 

and classification of oil spills, these metrics adapt perfectly to this type of problem. In 

addition, another measure is included in order to compare the results with those exposed 

in the state of the art, the Accuracy. 

To find how many of the samples predicted as positive are actual positive, the Precision 

metric is used. Precision is a good measure to determine if the cost of false positive 

samples is high [12].  
 

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 =  
𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒

𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 + 𝐹𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒
 

 

Recall gives information about how many of the actual positive observations are predicted 

as positive, that is, labelled as true positive. To determine if the cost associated with false 

negative samples is high, the Recall metric is used [12]. 
 

𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 =  
𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒

𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 + 𝐹𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒 𝑁𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒
 

 

Considering the two defined measures, the F-Score (F1-Score) is calculated as the 

harmonic mean weighing the Precision and the Recall [11]. 

𝐹1-𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 =  2 ∗ 
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 ∗ 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 + 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙
 

Finally, the Accuracy measures how many positive or negative observations were classified 

correctly. In the case that a very unbalanced binary classification problem is being treated, 

a high Accuracy value will be obtained because the score will rise when the majority class 

samples are classified. 

𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =  
𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 + 𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑁𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒

𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 + 𝑁𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒
 

4.3. Parameters Optimization 

During the execution and implementation of the algorithms developed in this thesis, 

different parameters have been used to configure the training of the classification models. 

So, this section details and defines the parameters used to maximize the F-Score metric 

at the pixel level. 

As explained above, depending on the algorithm applied, we have two output types for the 

classifiers: 

1. The detection and classification of nodes that are representative of oil spills (or oil spills 

and lookalike) through which we will create the final binary predicted mask. 

2. The detection and classification of pixels obtaining the final predicted binary mask 

directly. 
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The first option can be seen in the Machine Learning: Support Vector Machines and 

Convolutional Neural Network: Processing Min-tree Representation algorithms, so we will 

have two different results. The F-Score at the node level and the F-Score at the pixel level. 

On the other hand, we will have the Convolutional Neural Network: Raw Image 

Segmentation algorithm that refers to the second option and, therefore, only presents 

results at the pixel level. 

Regarding this, the objective is to find the values of the parameters that optimize the F-

Score at the pixel level. This is because, finally, we want to have the representation of the 

images identifying where oil spills are located. 

The parameters are: 

• Cost Matrix: This is the misclassification matrix applied to the algorithm that uses 

the SVMs (Support Vector Machines) classifier. Specifically, we will modify the 

classification costs of class 1 using the variables M and N of the following matrix: 
 

[
0 𝑀 𝑀
𝑁 0 1
𝑁 1 0

] 

 

As explained in section 3.2.3, the rows of this matrix correspond to the true class, 

that is, the ground truth class. Conversely, the columns represent the predicted 

class.  

• Mini Batch Size: This value refers to an aspect of the architecture defined in the 

algorithms that make use of Convolutional Neural Networks. Specifically, this 

parameter is usually a power of two and refers to the amount of input data that is 

taken to perform a step in the training process.  

Small values give a learning process that converges quickly at the cost of noise in 

the training process. Conversely, large values give a learning process that 

converges slowly. 

• Learning Rate: the amount of change in each step performed in the training process 

and the speed rate control at which the model learns is called the learning rate. In 

order to achieve better results on the classification problem, the optimization of this 

parameter is one of the most important focus in the implementation of the net. This 

value is usually set between 0 and 1, specifically with lower values.  

For instance, a 0.1 learning rate value means that weights in the network are 

updated 0.1*(estimated weight error). 

• Kernel Size (Convolution Block): It is a necessary parameter to define the 

convolution function that is performed in the convolution block (conv_block) of the 

neural network defined in this project. Specifically, it refers to a 2-tuple specifying 

the width and height of the 2D convolution filter. It is related to the definition of the 

Padding parameter. 
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4.4. Results 

Once the optimization parameters of each system have been defined, different tests are 

carried out to analyse the performance of the models and find the combination of 

parameters that maximizes the results. 

The tests have been divided according to the six different combinations resulting from 

mixing the two problems faced: "Oil Spill Detection" and "Oil Spill and Lookalike detection"; 

together with the different algorithms described: “Machine Learning: SVMs (Support Vector 

Machines)”, “Convolutional Neural Network: Raw Image Segmentation”, “Convolutional 

Neural Network: Min-tree Processing Representation”. In addition, since there are many 

combinations of the optimization parameters of the different systems, it has been decided 

to attach the most representative tests. 

In order to clarify the presentation of the results, a set of tables associated to each of the 

problems faced will be displayed. Also, different factors are highlighted to understand each 

of the results of each model. 

4.4.1. Oil Spill Detection 

This software aims to perform the detection and classification of oil spills. The results 

obtained are divided according to the train and test dataset respectively. So, the results 

according to the different models are: 

• Machine Learning: SVMs (Support Vector Machines) 

As explained in section 3.2, using this algorithm, we find the classification of the different 

nodes of the min-tree representation. That is why at the output of the classifier we will have 

results at the node level. Once these nodes are obtained, the binary mask is created to 

evaluate the results at the pixel level.  

In addition, to evaluate the model, it has been decided to train the system with the nodes 

indicated in table 3 and the classes of table 2 (section 3.2.3). The results of the training are 

found in the “Train” section of table 6. Subsequently, 110 images of the train set are chosen 

to test said model and create the predicted masks. The results of this test can be found in 

the "Test on Train" section. 

Cost 
Matrix 

Train Test on Train 

M N 
F-Score 
Class 1  
(Node) 

F-Score 
Class 2 
(Node) 

Elapsed 
Time (s) 

F-Score 
Class 1 
(Node) 

F-Score 
Class 2 
(Node) 

Elapsed 
Time (s) 

F-Score 
Mask 
(Pixel) 

Elapsed 
Time (s) 

0 0 0.844 0.861 13178 0.115 0.935 16433 0.203 270 

2 1 0.836 0.834 16238 0.085 0.901 18253 0.154 267 

6 1 0.790 0.734 20147 0.050 0.800 17909 0.083 266 

1 2 0.828 0.866 16452 0.156 0.960 21690 0.246 264 

1 6 0.738 0.840 27734 0.233 0.982 21500 0.268 275 

1 12 0.629 0.808 26891 0.252 0.988 26969 0.239 264 

2 3 0.838 0.867 17668 0.139 0.951 16717 0.233 261 

3 2 0.842 0.848 20325 0.097 0.917 17427 0.173 260 

Table 6. Train and Test on Train results (Oil Spill Detection - SVMs algorithm) 
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Then, the model is applied on the set of Test formed by 110 images obtaining the following results: 

Cost Matrix Test 

M N 
F-Score Class 1 

(Node) 
F-Score Class 2 

(Node) 
Elapsed Time (s) 

F-Score Mask 
(Pixel) 

Elapsed time (s) 

0 0 0.126 0.941 15738 0.277 283 

2 1 0.089 0.907 15179 0.219 255 

6 1 0.052 0.809 19973 0.110 274 

1 2 0.174 0.964 17010 0.321 265 

1 6 0.266 0.984 21153 0.371 270 

1 12 0.301 0.990 25339 0.329 263 

2 3 0.155 0.956 16918 0.307 259 

3 2 0.103 0.923 15392 0.246 256 

Table 7. Test results (Oil Spill Detection - SVMs algorithm) 

Analysing at the different results, the combination that maximizes the F-Score at the pixel 

level is M=1 and N=6. 

• Convolutional Neural Network: Raw Image Segmentation 

This algorithm is responsible for detecting and classifying pixels directly from the 

segmentation of the dataset images. Therefore, the results at the pixel level are directly 

obtained. The tests performed during system are shown in the next tables: 

U-NET parameters Train 

MB Size Learning Rate Kernel Size Padding Nº Epochs Elapsed time Av. F-Score (Pixel) Av. Loss 

32 1,00E-03 3 1 130 48:10:00 0.586 0.010 

16 1,00E-03 3 1 130 50:17:00 0.747 0.009 

32 1,00E-04 3 1 130 47:53:00 0.882 0.023 

16 1,00E-04 3 1 130 50:39:00 0.871 0.008 

8 1,00E-04 3 1 140 54:55:00 0.866 0.008 

32 1,00E-01 3 1 140 51:32:00 0.715 0.016 

16 1,00E-01 3 1 140 54:08:00 0.769 0.013 

8 1,00E-01 3 1 140 55:17:00 0.654 0.017 

8 1,00E-01 5 2 140 1:24:12 0.750 0.014 

Table 8. Training results (Oil Spill Detection - CNN Raw Image Segmentation algorithm) 
 

U-NET parameters Test 

MB Size Learning Rate Kernel Size Padding Accuracy Precision Recall F-Score (Pixel) 

32 1,00E-03 3 1 0.991 0.876 0.331 0.480 

16 1,00E-03 3 1 0.992 0.838 0.464 0.598 

32 1,00E-04 3 1 0.993 0.785 0.604 0.683 

16 1,00E-04 3 1 0.993 0.840 0.543 0.659 

8 1,00E-04 3 1 0.994 0.835 0.622 0.713 

32 1,00E-01 3 1 0.992 0.830 0.545 0.658 

16 1,00E-01 3 1 0.993 0.845 0.608 0.707 

8 1,00E-01 3 1 0.993 0.814 0.614 0.700 

8 1,00E-01 5 2 0.992 0.739 0.599 0.661 

Table 9. Test results (Oil Spill Detection - CNN Raw Image Segmentation algorithm) 
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Finally, after analysing the data, the parameters that optimize the pixel-level results are MB 

Size=8, Learning Rate=1e-4, Kernel Size=3, Padding=1. In addition, the evolution of the F-

Score and Av. Loss metrics during training can be visualized in Appendix F. 

• Convolutional Neural Network: Min-tree Processing Representation 

Finally, the results of the algorithm that introduces the min-tree representation of the 

descriptors in the neural network designed in the project are presented. In this case, at the 

exit of the neural network we will have the classification of the nodes. So, the results will 

be presented at node level. Subsequently, for the test set, the binary mask will be created 

to have the results at the pixel level. 

U-NET parameters Train 

MB Size Learning Rate Kernel Size Padding Nº Epochs Elapsed time Av. F-Score (Node) Av. Loss 

32 1,00E-03 3 1 100 1:18:55 0.772 0.001 

16 1,00E-03 3 1 100 1:22:14 0.718 0.001 

8 1,00E-03 3 1 100 1:25:22 0.767 0.001 

32 1,00E-02 3 1 100 1:18:33 0.717 0.001 

16 1,00E-02 3 1 100 1:22:58 0.683 0.002 

8 1,00E-02 3 1 100 1:25:30 0.759 0.001 

Table 10. Training results (Oil Spill Detection - CNN Min-tree Processing Representation algorithm) 
 

U-NET parameters Test 

MB Size Learning Rate Kernel Size Padding Accuracy Precision Recall 
F-Score 
(Node) 

F-Score Mask 
(Pixel) 

32 1,00E-03 3 1 0.999 0.680 0.628 0.653 0.067 

16 1,00E-03 3 1 0.999 0.692 0.584 0.633 0.060 

8 1,00E-03 3 1 0.999 0.790 0.623 0.697 0.060 

32 1,00E-02 3 1 0.999 0.661 0.620 0.640 0.058 

16 1,00E-02 3 1 0.999 0.727 0.517 0.604 0.063 

8 1,00E-02 3 1 0.999 0.766 0.589 0.666 0.057 

Table 11. Test results (Oil Spill Detection - CNN Min-tree Processing Representation algorithm) 

The best F-Score Mask is achieved when the parameters are set to MB Size=16, Learning 

Rate=1e-2, Kernel Size=3, Padding=1. In addition, the evolution of the F-Score and Av. 

Loss metrics during training can be visualized in Appendix F. 

4.4.2. Oil Spill and Lookalike Detection 

The algorithms implemented for this problem aim to detect and classify oil spills and 

lookalike as the same class. As done in the previous section, the results obtained are 

divided according to the train and test dataset respectively. So, the results according to the 

different models are: 

• Machine Learning: SVMs (Support Vector Machines) 

In this case, it has been decided to train the system with the nodes indicated in table 3 and 

the classes of table 2 (section 3.2.3). As explained in the previous section, the results of 

the training are found in the “Train” section of table 12. Subsequently, 110 images of the 

train set are chosen to test said model and create the predicted masks. The results of this 

test can be found in the "Test on Train" section. 
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Cost 
Matrix 

Train Test on Train 

M N 
F-Score 
Class 1 
(Node) 

F-Score 
Class 2 
(Node) 

Elapsed 
Time (s) 

F-Score 
Class 1 
(Node) 

F-Score 
Class 2 
(Node) 

Elapsed 
Time (s) 

F-Score 
Mask 
(Pixel) 

Elapsed 
Time (s) 

0 0 0.699 0.834 13518 0.519 0.959 21917 0.430 270 

2 1 0.687 0.751 14978 0.352 0.892 22041 0.341 272 

6 1 0.629 0.587 17456 0.205 0.702 24023 0.261 270 

1 2 0.597 0.850 14629 0.558 0.975 23286 0.501 246 

1 6 0.269 0.813 20968 0.237 0.972 23762 0.240 268 

1 12 0.099 0.798 24735 0.068 0.970 24155 0.078 274 

2 3 0.648 0.852 14928 0.560 0.975 23122 0.466 288 

3 2 0.701 0.787 15854 0.401 0.919 22861 0.372 264 

Table 12. Train and Test on Train results (Oil Spill and Lookalike Detection - SVMs algorithm) 
 

Cost Matrix Test 

M N 
F-Score Class 1 

(Node) 
F-Score Class 2 

(Node) 
Elapsed Time (s) 

F-Score Mask  
(Pixel) 

Elapsed time (s) 

0 0 0.510 0.962 21530 0.477 271 

2 1 0.336 0.893 21570 0.373 262 

6 1 0.204 0.724 22266 0.266 267 

1 2 0.553 0.979 21333 0.489 289 

1 6 0.274 0.976 22556 0.274 263 

1 12 0.065 0.973 22355 0.095 264 

2 3 0.568 0.977 23669 0.516 261 

3 2 0.382 0.920 22177 0.409 261 

Table 13. Test results (Oil Spill and Lookalike Detection - SVMs algorithm) 

Studying the different results, the parameters that optimize the F-Score are M=2 and N=3. 

• Convolutional Neural Network: Raw Image Segmentation 

The results of the different tests performed applying the images directly to the neural 

network are: 

U-NET parameters Train 

MB Size Learning Rate Kernel Size Padding Nº Epochs Elapsed time Av F-Score (Pixel) Av. Loss 

32 1,00E-03 3 1 110 40:53:00 0.731 0.077 

16 1,00E-03 3 1 110 42:43:00 0.741 0.073 

8 1,00E-03 3 1 110 43:21:00 0.737 0.067 

32 1,00E-04 3 1 140 51:47:00 0.943 0.037 

16 1,00E-04 3 1 130 50:20:00 0.899 0.041 

8 1,00E-04 3 1 130 51:33:00 0.861 0.043 

32 1,00E-01 3 1 130 48:13:00 0.666 0.080 

16 1,00E-01 3 1 130 50:22:00 0.766 0.067 

8 1,00E-01 3 1 130 50:53:00 0.662 0.088 

8 1,00E-01 5 2 140 1:23:29 0.751 0.075 

Table 14. Training results (Oil Spill and Lookalike Detection - CNN Raw Image Segmentation 

algorithm) 
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The results obtained applying the model into the test set are: 

U-NET parameters Test 

MB Size Learning Rate Kernel Size Padding Accuracy Precision Recall F-Score (Pixel) 

32 1,00E-03 3 1 0.964 0.883 0.586 0.705 

16 1,00E-03 3 1 0.963 0.918 0.542 0.682 

8 1,00E-03 3 1 0.964 0.892 0.581 0.703 

32 1,00E-04 3 1 0.962 0.799 0.642 0.712 

16 1,00E-04 3 1 0.965 0.842 0.640 0.727 

8 1,00E-04 3 1 0.963 0.792 0.664 0.722 

32 1,00E-01 3 1 0.959 0.855 0.530 0.655 

16 1,00E-01 3 1 0.961 0.699 0.807 0.749 

8 1,00E-01 3 1 0.963 0.814 0.633 0.712 

8 1,00E-01 5 2 0.971 0.849 0.704 0.770 

Table 15. Test results (Oil Spill and Lookalike Detection - CNN Raw Image Segmentation algorithm) 

Finally, after analysing the data, we observe that the parameters that optimize the pixel-

level results are MB Size=8, Learning Rate=1e-1, Kernel Size=5, Padding=2. In addition, 

the evolution of the F-Score and Av. Loss metrics during training can be visualized in 

Appendix F. 

• Convolutional Neural Network: Min-tree Processing Representation 

As it has been done in the previous points, the results obtained by this algorithm are shown 

below: 

U-NET parameters Train 

MB Size Learning Rate Kernel Size Padding Nº Epochs Elapsed time Av F-Score (Node) Av. Loss 

32 1,00E-03 3 1 100 1:18:33 0.837 0.006 

16 1,00E-03 3 1 100 1:22:30 0.483 0.012 

8 1,00E-03 3 1 110 1:32:08 0.428 0.017 

32 1,00E-02 3 1 100 1:17:50 0.639 0.010 

16 1,00E-02 3 1 100 1:22:28 0.656 0.010 

8 1,00E-02 3 1 100 1:23:33 0.727 0.008 

Table 16. Training results (Oil Spill and Lookalike Detection - Min-tree Processing Representation 

algorithm) 

U-NET parameters Test 

MB Size Learning Rate Kernel Size Padding Accuracy Precision Recall 
F-Score 
(Node) 

F-Score Mask 
(Pixel) 

32 1,00E-03 3 1 0.996 0.710 0.661 0.685 0.160 

16 1,00E-03 3 1 0.996 0.819 0.486 0.610 0.157 

8 1,00E-03 3 1 0.994 0.568 0.464 0.511 0.163 

32 1,00E-02 3 1 0.996 0.772 0.503 0.609 0.182 

16 1,00E-02 3 1 0.996 0.800 0.469 0.591 0.179 

8 1,00E-02 3 1 0.996 0.769 0.555 0.645 0.178 

Table 17. Test results (Oil Spill and Lookalike Detection - Min-tree Processing Representation 

algorithm) 
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4.4.3. Final Results 

Analysing the results obtained for each of the developed algorithms, we observe that the 

best algorithm is "Convolutional Neural Network: Raw Image Segmentation". So, we get 

the following results for each of the problems faced: 

Problem Accuracy Precision Recall F-Score 

Oil Spill Detection 0.994 0.835 0.622 0.713 

Oil Spill and Lookalike Detection 0.971 0.849 0.704 0.770 

Table 18. Oil Spill Detection and Oil Spill and Lookalike Results 

Apart from give the better F-Score results, the algorithm that make use of the designed 

neural network have a shorter runtime than the one used by the SVMs classification system. 

Finally, in order to compare the results with the state of the art, it has been decided to take 

these two best models and combine them to obtain the results on the Lookalike class. That 

is, the predicted masks of both models will be taken, and a new mask will be generated 

only formed by lookalike. The results obtained, for the two Oil Spill and Lookalike classes 

separately are: 

Class F-Score Accuracy 

Oil Spill 0.713 0.994 

Lookalike  0.651 0.971 

Table 19. Oil Spill and Lookalike F-Score (pixel) 

4.5. Comparison with the state of the art 

Regarding the results obtained in the state of the art, we can establish different conclusions. 

The results obtained in the previous theses developed by Ismael Vivó [1] [2] and Olga Ruiz 

[3], have been obtained on another dataset. This dataset consisted of fewer images, so the 

results of the algorithms developed by the authors fit better than those obtained in this 

project. The performance of the software developed has been evaluated in the project, so 

the results obtained in section 4.4.1 (Machine Learning: SVMs (Support Vector Machines)) 

are representative of this evaluation. The compared results are: 

 

F-Score classification type Previous Database Current Database 

F-Score (nodes) 0,7496  0.266 

F-Score (pixels) 0,7795  0.371 

Table 20. F-Score (pixel) and F-Score (node) comparation with SVMs (Support Vector Machines) 

algorithm developed in [1,2,3] 
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As an important point, it should be mentioned that the dataset used in [1,2,3] was not pre-

processed and compressed images in the JPEG standard. So, the algorithms that use the 

min-tree representation could take more advantage of the raw information. We believe that 

the pre-processing applied on the dataset used in this project makes the algorithms 

developed in [1,2,3] inappropriate. For example, the use of the 7x7 median filter has a clear 

impact on the pixel statistics (for example, their skewness). Moreover, the fact that the 

images on the new dataset were quantized with 8bits is also a relevant difference.  

In case of comparing the results obtained in this project with the work done by the Roborder 

project in the paper "A Deep Neural Network for Oil Spill Semantic Segmentation in SAR 

Images" [4], another metric should be used, the accuracy. 

The paper includes the development of an application that combines the approaches merits 

of a deep Convolutional Neural Networks (DCNN), specifically uses a DCNN and relies on 

a ResNet-101 network model, with SAR (Synthetic-Aperture Radar) imagery in order to 

provide a fully automated oil spill identification system. The model semantically segments 

the input SAR images into multiple areas of interest. So, it can be compared directly with 

the software that makes use of the Convolutional Neural Network developed in this project. 

The difference is that this project builds the neural network based on the U-Net architecture. 

Analysing the results obtained using the Accuracy metric: 

Accuracy 
Roborder Project with 

Number of patches: 3,3 

Roborder Project with 

Number of patches: 5,3 

Our 

project 

Oil Spill 0.8621 0.8932 0.994 

Lookalike 0.7588 0.7540 0.971 

Table 21. Accuracy (pixel) comparation with Convolutional Neural Network: Raw Image 

Segmentation algorithm 
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5. Budget 

In reference to the budget dedicated to the accomplishment of this project, it should be 
mentioned that it has not been necessary to implement a prototype. Fundamentally, two 
factors must be considered to calculate the cost and budget of this study: the software and 
hardware used to develop and perform the work done, and the total number of hours spent 
in the entire course of the thesis. 

Regarding the software, two programming environments have been used: MATLAB and 
Google Collaboratory. 

Concerning MATLAB, the project has lasted from September to January, so it would have 
been necessary to acquire a monthly MATLAB license, but no licenses are offered for 
periods of less than one year. As a result, the price of a MATLAB license for domestic use 
is included, bearing in mind only the necessary Toolboxes for the development of the 
programs implemented in this work environment. 

On the other hand, Google Collaboratory is a free programming environment that runs 
completely in the cloud. Only a Google account that allows to connect and store the files is 
needed. 

In order to support the different work environments and develop the project content, a 
Huawei Matebook D laptop has been used. Taking into account that the laptop has the 
following characteristics: Intel (R) Core (TM) i7-7500U CPU @ 2.70GHz 2.90GHz, 8 GB of 
RAM, 256 GB SSD and 256 GB Hard Disk; a price of 900 euros, and that in a company 
would be useful for approximately 5 years, the proportional cost in this project would be: 

5 𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑡ℎ𝑠

12 𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑡ℎ𝑠
𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟

∗ 5 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠
 ∗ 900 € = 75 € 

About the effort made in the execution of the project, considering that the average salary 
per hour of a recently licensed engineer is 13€/h and that the full development of the thesis 
has involved a total of 450 hours (the equivalent of 18 ECTS credits): 

13 
€

ℎ
∗ 450 ℎ = 5850 €  

Finally, the next table summarizes all the costs related to the development and 
implementation of the project: 

Resource Cost 

MATLAB License 2000 € 

Google Account 0 € 

Huawei Matebook 
D Laptop 

75 € 

Dedicated effort 5850 € 

Total 7925 € 

Table 22. Budget 
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6. Environment Impact 

Regarding the environmental impact of the project, it attempts to help the prevention and 
detection of one of the main causes of damage in maritime, coastal and oceanic 
environments. 

The appearance of oil spills can be a catastrophic cause for these habitats. It can destroy 
the wildlife, add pollution to air and water, modify the salinity levels and pH of the water, 
and more. The magnitude of accidents such as that occurred in the Gulf of Mexico 
(“Deepwater Horizon”, 2010) due to the explosion on an oil rig, the spill of a ship in Brazil 
(Sinclair Petrolore, 1960); or those occurring on Spanish coasts such as the Presitge 
(2002), Urquiola (1976) or New Flame (2007) in Gibraltar means that we are in front of one 
of the most devastating ecological disasters.  

Awareness, safety and prevention of this type of catastrophe are one of the factors to 
consider in order to solve this problem. Therefore, this thesis tries to contribute to this cause. 
Looking for new points of view and giving other approaches to this type of problem can be 
a fundamental point in order to avoid the settlement of oil in these ecosystems as quickly 
as possible. The idea is, together with all the projects that propose solutions, reduce the 
impact on the environment.  
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7. Conclusions and future development:  

This project aimed to develop software capable of detecting oil spills from a dataset formed 

by SAR (Synthetic-Aperture Radar) images provided by the Roborder Project [4] [5]. For 

this, two Convolutional Neural Network models based on Semantic Segmentation 

approaches are implemented. One using the min-tree representation obtained from the 

execution of the software provided by the previous theses achieved by the students Ismael 

Vivó [1] [2] and Olga Ruiz [3]; and other architecture applied directly to the SAR images. In 

addition, it was intended to adapt the previous software to the new database to assess the 

performance and try to improve the detection. 

After studying the dataset of this project, the detection and classification of two 

representative elements of the images, oil spills and lookalike oil spills has been proposed. 

Therefore, it has been decided to address the differentiation of the previous elements by 

implementing two main scripts (“Oil Spill Detection” and “Oil Spill and Lookalike Detection”) 

that make use of the three exposed algorithms. So, there is a total of 6 implementations 

combining the two detection problems, with the three algorithms called “Machine Learning: 

SVMs (Support Vector Machines)”, “Convolutional Neural Network: Raw Image 

Segmentation”, “Convolutional Neural Network: Min-tree Processing Representation”. 

Because of the difference between the number of representatives of each class, the 

objective has been to combine two programs with the higher results (F-Score) to obtain the 

classification of the two elements separately, oil spills and lookalike, and to be able to 

compare results with the state of the art. 

The previous software allowed to obtain the min-tree representation of the images to 

calculate a set of descriptors and to populate the nodes that form this representation. This 

is used in the algorithm “Machine Learning: SVMs (Support Vector Machines)”. So, this 

representation is introduced into the SVMs classifier and It detects the nodes that are 

representative of oil spills. In this project, the descriptors of Area, Canopy Distance, Mean 

Gray Level and Skewness have been used. Once the different nodes are predicted, the 

output binary mask is created to obtain the pixels that identify the class that interests us.  

On the other hand, the algorithm “Convolutional Neural Network: Raw Image Segmentation” 

defines the architecture of a convolutional neural network based on the U-Net model and 

Semantic Segmentation approaches. This net consists of layers formed by blocks called 

"conv_block", "Maxpool" and "up_Tr_conv" (in addition to the concatenation layers). To this 

neural network, the images of the database have been introduced directly with its ground 

truth class. At the output, the predicted binary masks are obtained. 

Then, the two explained algorithms are combined. In the algorithm “Convolutional Neural 

Network: Min-tree Processing Representation” the branch representation of each 

descriptor has been used as input in the convolutional neural network model defined in the 

previous algorithm. Once the class of each node has been predicted, the binary mask is 

created to locate and analyse the significant pixels of oil spills. 

Finally, an optimization of the configuration parameters of the classifiers are done in order 

to maximize the F-Score metric at pixel level.  
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After analysing the results obtained by the different classifiers, it is concluded that the 

algorithm that obtains better results is the “Convolutional Neural Network: Raw Image 

Segmentation”. In addition, this algorithm requires much less runtime than the rest. 

It has been shown how the model based on semantic segmentation approaches, using a 

U-Net architecture, classifies the representative pixels of each class with success. 

Accordingly, an F-Score of 0.713 for the oil spill class is achieved.  

In this project, the performance of the min-tree representation for detection and 

classification problems has been rather poor. As seen in the state of the art and related 

projects, it is a methodology that may bring good results. But, for the dataset used in this 

project, the fittest model is clearly the one based on convolutional neural networks. 

For future developments, it is proposed to improve the results obtained. As can be seen in 

Appendices D and E, the predicted masks have small elements that could be eliminated or 

completed. For this, post-processing techniques (such as openings, closings, among 

others) can be used to improve the output predicted masks. 

In addition, it is proposed to test other optimization algorithms applied on the convolutional 
neural network used in this project (U-Net), modify the structure of layers, or test other 
neural network architectures like ResNet, VGGnet, AlexNet, Inception, among others.  
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Appendices: 

• Appendix A: Work Packages 

 

Project: Oil Spill Detection in SAR images using min-tree and 
Deep Learning 

WP ref: #1 

Major constituent: State of the art Sheet 1 of 3 

Short description: Study and understanding of the previously 
developed projects. 

 

Planned start date: 16/09/2019 

Planned end date: 30/09/2019 

Start event: 

End event: 

Internal task T1: Reading of the thesis developed by the student 
Ismael Vivó. 

Internal task T2: Reading of the collaboration grant developed by 
the student Ismael Vivó. 

Internal task T3: Reading of the thesis developed by the student 
Olga Ruiz. 

Internal task T4: Reading of the article “Ship Detection in SAR 
Images based on Maxtree Representation and Graph Signal 
Processing”.  

Internal task T5: Completion of the course “Machine Learning” 
from Coursera. 

Internal task T6: Study of the general behaviour of the software 
developed previously. And critical code review. 

 

Deliverables: Dates: 

Table 23. Work Package 1 

Project: Oil Spill Detection in SAR images using min-tree and 
Deep Learning 

WP ref: #2 

Major constituent: Introduction to CNN Sheet 1 of 3 

Short description: Study and understanding of concepts related to 
Deep Learning and Semantic Segmentation. Development of 
simple neural network architectures. And study of the current work 
environment. 

 

Planned start date:  

Planned end date:  

Start event: 01/10/2019 

End event: 14/10/2019 

Internal task T1: Study and execution of the document “Multiscale 
analysis of images: from wavelet to convolutional neural network”. 

Internal task T2: Study and documentation on Semantic 
Segmentation concepts. 

Internal task T2:  Study of the database provided for the study of 
detection and classification of oil spills. 

Internal task T3: Development of simple neural network 
architectures. 

Deliverables: Dates: 

Table 24. Work Package 2 
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Project: Oil Spill Detection in SAR images using min-tree and 
Deep Learning 

WP ref: #3 

Major constituent: CNN system architecture design for raw image 
Segmentation 

Sheet 2 of 3 

Short description: Development and implementation of the 
architecture of a Neural Network capable of detecting and 
classifying oil spills applied on Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) 
images. 

 

Planned start date: 15/10/2019 

Planned end date: 18/12/2019 

Start event: 

End event: 

Internal task T1: Preparation of system input data 

Internal task T2: Definition of the Neural Network architecture 

Internal task T2: Model training 

Internal task T3: Model classification 

Internal task T4: First evaluation of the output 

Internal task T5: Test cases definition 

Deliverables: 
CNN System 1 

Dates: 
9/12/2019 

Table 25. Work Package 3 

Project: Oil Spill Detection in SAR images using min-tree and 
Deep Learning 

WP ref: #4 

Major constituent: CNN system architecture design for processing 
Min-tree Representation of images 

Sheet 2 of 3 

Short description: Development and implementation of the 
architecture of a Neural Network capable of detecting and 
classifying oil spills applied on the min-tree representation of the 
images. 

 

Planned start date: 4/11/2019 

Planned end date: 18/12/2019 

Start event: 

End event: 

Internal task T1: Preparation of system input data 

Internal task T2: Definition of the Neural Network architecture 

Internal task T2: Model training 

Internal task T3: Model classification 

Internal task T4: First evaluation of the output 

Internal task T5: Test cases definition 

Deliverables: 
CNN System 2 

Dates: 
9/12/2019 

Table 26. Work Package 4 

Project: Oil Spill Detection in SAR images using min-tree and 
Deep Learning 

WP ref: #5 

Major constituent: Evaluation and Optimization Sheet 2 of 3 

Short description: Evaluation of the results obtained, based on the 
Precision, Recall, Accuracy, F-score metric; and comparison with 
the state of the art. 

Planned start date: 18/12/2019 

Planned end date: 06/01/2020 

Start event: 

End event: 

Internal task T1: Test cases execution 

Internal task T2: Critical analysis of the results obtained and 
optimization of the results. 

Internal task T3: Comparison with the results obtained in the 
previous thesis. 

Deliverables: 
CNN Global 
System 

Dates: 
06/01/2019 

Table 27. Work Package 5  
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Project: Oil Spill Detection in SAR images using min-tree and 
Deep Learning 

WP ref: #6 

Major constituent: Mintree Software Adaptation to the New 
Database 

Sheet 3 of 3 

Short description: Development and implementation of the 
architecture of a Neural Network capable of detecting and 
classifying oil spills applied on the min-tree representation of the 
images. 

 

Planned start date: 30/09/2019 

Planned end date: 18/12/2020 

Start event: 

End event: 

Internal task T1: Preparation of system input data 

Internal task T2: Adaptation of labels masks 

Internal task T2: Model training (parameters optimization) 

Internal task T3: Model classification  

Internal task T4: Evaluation of the output 

Internal task T5: Test cases definition 

Internal task T6: Test cases execution 

Deliverables: 
Matlab Global 
System 

Dates: 
18/10/2019 
 

Table 28. Work Package 6 

Project: Oil Spill Detection in SAR images using min-tree and 
Deep Learning 

WP ref: #7 

Major constituent: Documentation  Sheet 3 of 3 

Short description: Includes all the documentation did before, 
during and after the project. 

 

Planned start date: 16/09/2019 

Planned end date: 26/01/2020 

Start event: 

End event: 

Internal task T1: Project proposal and workplan 

Internal task T2: Critical Revision 

Internal task T3: Final Report 

 

Deliverables: 
Project proposal & 
workplan 

Project Critical 
Review 

Final report 

Dates: 
06/10/2019 

30/11/2019 

26/01/2020 

Table 29. Work Package 7 
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• Appendix B: Input Image Example and Labelling 
 

• Input Images Example 

 

Figure 26. Input Image Example 1 (27_884,-17_39_2) 

 

 

Figure 27. Input Image Example 2 (41_306,10_372_6) 

 

 

Figure 28. Input Image Example 3 (45_277,-4_219_2) 
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• Dataset Labelling Example 

 

Figure 29. Labelling Example 1 

 

 

Figure 30. Labelling Example 2 

 

 

Figure 31. Labelling Example 3 
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• Appendix C: Purity Threshold Assessment Example 

 

Figure 36. Purity threshold assessment Purity_Th = 0.9 (34_904,29_696_3) 

 

 

 

Figure 32. Purity threshold assessment 

Purity_Th = 0.8 (34_904,29_696_3) 
Figure 33. Purity threshold assessment 

Purity_Th = 0.7 (34_904,29_696_3) 

Figure 35. Purity threshold assessment O 

Purity_Th = 0.6 (34_904,29_696_3) 
Figure 34. Purity threshold assessment 

Original Label (34_904,29_696_3) 
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• Appendix D: Oil Spill Detection Examples 

1. Machine Learning: SVMs (Support Vector Machines) 

P: 0.927, R: 0.969, F: 0.948 

 

P: 0.781, R: 0.884, F: 0.829 

 

P: 0.854, R: 0.097, F: 0.175 

 

 

.  
Figure 38. Predicted Mask (34_904,29_696_2) Figure 37. Ground Truth Mask 

(34_904,29_696_2) 

Figure 40. Ground Truth Mask 

(42_655,34_147_5) 
Figure 39. Predicted Mask (42_655,34_147_5) 

Figure 42. Predicted Mask (43_157,8_6386_6) Figure 41. Ground Truth Mask 

(43_157,8_6386_6) 
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P: 0.157, R: 1.000, F: 0.272 

 

 

2. Convolutional Neural Network: Raw Image Segmentation 
 

 

Figure 45. Prediction example 1 Oil Spill Detection (Convolutional Neural Network: Raw Image 

Segmentation) 

 

Figure 46. Prediction example 2 Oil Spill Detection (Convolutional Neural Network: Raw Image 

Segmentation) 

 

Figure 47. Prediction example 3 Oil Spill Detection (Convolutional Neural Network: Raw Image 

Segmentation) 

Figure 43. Ground Truth Mask 

(49_689,-0_192_3) 
Figure 44. Predicted Mask (49_689,-0_192_3) 
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Figure 48. Prediction example 4 Oil Spill Detection (Convolutional Neural Network: Raw Image 

Segmentation) 

 

Figure 49. Prediction example 5 Oil Spill Detection (Convolutional Neural Network: Raw Image 

Segmentation) 

 

Figure 50. Prediction example 6 Oil Spill Detection (Convolutional Neural Network: Raw Image 

Segmentation) 
 

3. Convolutional Neural Network: Min-tree Processing Representation 

P: 0.333, R: 0.935, F: 0.491 

 

 

 

Figure 51. Ground Truth Mask 

(35_910,24_900_1) 

Figure 52. Predicted Mask (35_910,24_900_1) 
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P: 0.378, R: 0.989, F: 0.547 

 

  

P: 0.113, R: 0.981, F: 0.202 

 

 

 

  

Figure 54. Ground Truth Mask 

(40_152,24_961_6) 
Figure 53. Predicted Mask (40_152,24_961_6) 

Figure 55. Ground Truth Mask 

(39_948,2_2619_3) 

Figure 56. Predicted Mask (39_948,2_2619_3) 
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• Appendix E: Oil Spill and Lookalike Detection Examples 

1. Machine Learning: SVMs (Support Vector Machines) 
 
P: 0.584, R: 0.964, F: 0.727 

 

 

 

P: 0.612, R: 0.954, F: 0.745 

 

P: 0.146, R: 0.520, F: 0.228 

  

Figure 57. Ground Truth Mask 

(31_459,32_511_3) 

Figure 58. Predicted Mask 

(31_459,32_511_3) 

Figure 60. Predicted Mask (41_306,10_372_5) Figure 59. Ground Truth Mask 

(41_306,10_372_5) 

Figure 61. Ground Truth Mask 

(37_546,24_921_5) 

Figure 62. Predicted Mask (37_546,24_921_5) 
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P: 0.245, R: 0.984, F: 0.393 

 
 

2. Convolutional Neural Network: Raw Image Segmentation 
 

 

Figure 65. Prediction example 1 Oil Spill and Lookalike Detection (Convolutional Neural Network: 

Raw Image Segmentation) 

 

Figure 66. Prediction example 2 Oil Spill and Lookalike Detection (Convolutional Neural Network: 

Raw Image Segmentation) 

 

Figure 67. Prediction example 3 Oil Spill and Lookalike Detection (Convolutional Neural Network: 

Raw Image Segmentation) 

Figure 63. Ground Truth Mask 

(27_884,-17_39_4) 
Figure 64. Predicted Mask (27_884,-17_39_4) 
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Figure 68. Prediction example 4 Oil Spill and Lookalike Detection (Convolutional Neural Network: 

Raw Image Segmentation) 

 

 

Figure 69. Prediction example 5 Oil Spill and Lookalike Detection (Convolutional Neural Network: 

Raw Image Segmentation) 

 

Figure 70. Prediction example 6 Oil Spill and Lookalike Detection (Convolutional Neural Network: 

Raw Image Segmentation) 

 
3. Convolutional Neural Network: Min-tree Processing Representation 

P: 0.919, R: 0.803, F: 0.857 

 

Figure 71. Ground Truth Mask 

(60_945,0_9989_8) 

Figure 72. Predicted Mask 

(60_945,0_9989_8) 
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P: 0.686, R: 0.608, F: 0.644 

 

P: 0.454, R: 0.180, F: 0.257 

  

Figure 73. Ground Truth Mask 

(43_591,14_931_2) 
Figure 74. Predicted Mask (43_591,14_931_2) 

Figure 75. Ground Truth Mask 

(38_609,20_153_6) 

Figure 76. Predicted Mask (38_609,20_153_6 ) 
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• Appendix F: F-Score and Av. Loss Graphs 

- Oil Spill Detection 

 
1. Convolutional Neural Network: Raw Image Segmentation 

 

 

Figure 77. F-Score Training Evolution Oil Spill Detection - Convolutional Neural Network: Raw 

Image Segmentation 

 

 

Figure 78. Av. Loss Training Evolution Oil Spill Detection - Convolutional Neural Network: Raw 

Image Segmentation 
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2. Convolutional Neural Network: Min-tree Processing Representation 

 

Figure 79. F-Score Training Evolution Oil Spill Detection - Convolutional Neural Network: Min-tree 

Processing Representation 

 

 

Figure 80. Av. Loss Training Evolution Oil Spill Detection - Convolutional Neural Network: Min-tree 

Processing Representation 
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- Oil Spill and Lookalike Detection 
 
1. Convolutional Neural Network: Raw Image Segmentation 

 

 

Figure 81. F-Score Training Evolution Oil Spill and Lookalike Detection - Convolutional Neural 

Network: Raw Image Segmentation 

 

 

Figure 82. Av. Loss Training Evolution Oil Spill and Lookalike Detection - Convolutional Neural 

Network: Raw Image Segmentation 
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- Convolutional Neural Network: Min-tree Processing Representation 

 

Figure 83. F-Score Training Evolution Oil Spill and Lookalike Detection - Convolutional Neural 

Network: Min-tree Processing Representation 

 

 

Figure 84. Av. Loss Training Evolution Oil Spill and Lookalike Detection - Convolutional Neural 

Network: Min-tree Processing Representation 

 


